MILDEF CRETE

Robert and his wife

CEO：Tony's
Welcome opening
Crete has been working in rugged computer
business for 28 years since 1990. Our SMT
department, assembly line are currently running
smoothly since etasblisedcomplete. We also have
professional knowledge and instruments of RF/EMI.
These make our products be able to meet
requirements in harsh environment. In addition,
Crete also specialize in customization where so we
can compete in the highly competitive rugged
computer market.
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In 2018, Robert Yuan and Nanco Lin, two
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Partners Update

New Office of MUS
By Magnus
We acquired AMREL computer division in Sept.
of 2016, found the Brea Office in October.moved in
at end of November. office is about 6K sq ft.
Small story from Magnus.The story is that we
found this place in a very nice city in Orange
County. Brea is a city with a population about 45k.
But it is central to everything we need.
We got lucky in finding this place. After the
move from Amrel at precisely two years ago at end
of November.We have been going strong, we are
still expanding and have room to grow in the current
location.We are looking to hire more people in
2019.And I think we are in a strong position for the
US market, we have grown sins we took over the
business and continue to do so.

MilDef in AUSA 2018

2018 AUSA
ANNUAL MEETING
EXPOSITION
The Association of the United States Army
(AUSA) is a nonprofit educational and professional
development association serving America’s Total
Army, our Soldiers, Army civilians and their families;
our industry partners and supporters of a strong
national defense. AUSA provides a voice for the
Army, supports the Soldier and honors those who
have served in order to advance the security of the
nation.

Product information

Model：RK12
RK series rugged laptops have been one of our
main products. RK12 not only renew the existing
features of RK10 but also integrate new ones. Core
components of RK12 are all upgraded (including
Intel’s Skylake CPU, DDR4 SO-DIMM and SATAIII
storage) so the performance will be enhanced
significantly. Other renewed components include
keyboard, touchpad, battery and optional modules
(WiFi, GPS, TPM, BVA/Surge protector).

Product information

Model：DE13
DE13 is a new design 7” tablet. It adopts Intel
Kaby Lake Y low-power mobile processor. It is
our first product which qualifies IP67 (Dust tight
+ Immersion, up to 1 m depth) and provides USB
Type C port and M.2 SSD Slot.

Product information
DE13 also provides user settable buttons, and with our new app, Hotkey
Manager, setting and switching between different functions become more
convenient than ever.

Product information

DE13 - IP67
Rugged products for military or industry are usually used in harsh environment.
Factors like high/low temperature,strong shock , high humidity, salt fog, shock or drop
should not stop the device from working. Reserving designs for possible customized
function make it more difficult to meet IP67. After constant design improvement, our
latest product DE13 finally fulfill IP67. Here are the advantages of DE13 design.
- CNC aluminum alloy and parts production results in less dimensional tolerance.
- Unibody structure design
- Compartmentalized design of I/O port can protect the inner circuit and key
components.
- Special forming technology to combine CNC aluminum alloy and silicone rubber
assure the water proof ability when the covers are removed.
- Special silicone rubber film keyboard with plastic insert molding
- Special Silicon Packing/O-Ring is used on exposed components, e.g.Pogo Connector.
- Touch screen and the frame are in the same surface because reducing the gap
between them could enhance water and dust protection.
- Glue on some PCB to keep water and dust protection after being operating.

Product information

Test Tool
1M Water Pressure = 9800 Pa = 98 mbar = 0.098 bar =
0.099932 Kg/cm^3 = 1.42137 psi

IP Code
【IP Code】The IP Code, International Protection Marking, IEC standard 60529,
classifies and rates the degree of protection provided against intrusion (body parts
such as hands and fingers), dust, accidental contact, and water by mechanical
casings and electrical enclosures. Most electrical products follow these standards.
【IP code】 Two digit will be used to indicate the degree of protection.
The first digit indicates the level of protection that the enclosure provides against
access to hazardous parts (e.g., electrical conductors, moving parts) and the ingress
of solid foreign objects. The second digit indicates the level of protection that the
enclosure provides against harmful ingress of water.
The table here shows the detail information each digit represents.
The first digit: Solid particle protection (from 0 to 6)

Health & Safety Information

ROHS 2.0 2015/863
What’s RoHS?
RoHS(Restriction of Hazardous Substances) regulates the entire electronics industry.
RoHS Directive 2002/95/EC restricts the use of Pb and other hazardous materials (Cd,
Hg, Hexavalent chromium...) These hazardous should be less than 0.1% or 1,000ppm to
fulfill RoHS. (Cd should be less than 0.01% or 100ppm)
Directive 2015/863 was published in 2015 June and 4 phthalates were added to the list of
restricted substances. The product category 1~7 in appendix I should start follow the new
Directive on 7/22/2019 and category 8, 9 should start on 7/22/2022
The EU commission has published a new Directive (EU) 2015/863 to amend Annex II to
EU RoHS 2 (Directive 2011/65/EU) to add the following 4 phthalates onto the list of
restricted substances.
Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) (0.1%)
Benzyl butyl phthalate (BBP) (0.1%)
Dibutyl phthalate (DBP) (0.1%)
Diisobutyl phthalate (DIBP) (0.1%)
Annex II (restricted substances and limit)
Cadmium(Cd): 0.01%
Mercury: 0.1%
Lead(Pb) : 0.1%
Hexavalent chromium (Cr6+) : 0.1%
Polybrominated biphenyls (PBB): 0.1 %
Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE): 0.1 %
Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP): 0.1%
Benzyl butyl phthalate (BBP): 0.1%
Dibutyl phthalate (DBP): 0.1%
Diisobutyl phthalate (DIBP): 0.1%
Source：DIRECTIVE (EU) 2015/863

IT System Information

Customer Support Systems
In order to provide better service to our customers, we have added some functions to
our customers at the Mildef portal http://eng.crete.com.tw/. These functions are a subset
of the Mildef ERP system and can be quickly found by customers. With the information
they need, including:
P/O Service – Purchasing orders information
ECR/ECN Info – Product ECR/ECN document and download
Firmware List – Product BIOS/EC/Heater firmware information & download
Technical Data – Product related technical document download
Customization - Product Customer Design Project (CDP) information download

Equipment and production

Investment In Equipment to
Support Company Growth
Up to Q3 2018 Crete has been planning for expanding more operational space and
has spent millions of dollar on EMI chamber and AOI equipment. At the same time we
purchased the warehouse where which we’ve rented in the past and turn into company
asset. Most manufacturers are reducing inventory, but we have increased our
customization business to meet project by project inventories requirement. We have
to consider more angles other than inventory, for example in product management
and customer service are also our primary priorities.
Therefore, Crete have prepared all these investments ready for the future.

New EMI Chamber
Since our customer has more requests in EMI
products, our current test equipments could not cover
all needs. Therefore, we build a new EMI Chamber.
After proposal in Oct. 2017, the chamber construction
complete in May 2018 and start running in June.

Equipment and production

SMT Production line
Crete’s orders are various in kinds and usually not too much in volume. MilDef
Crete own SMT production lines with a flexible design can accommodate multiple
products line changing. We have two SMT production lines which allow mother board
and other PCBAs soldered at the same time. To switch to a different product,
resetting parameter and calibrating for instruments are necessary. By HLC Apps
these preparing time could be more managed efficiently. Switch between MB only
takes a day, for other simpler PCBAs the swithes in a day can be up to 5 times.
By using various tools and simulation of production, we keep optimizing our
production procedure. For example, we bought a new AOI equipments which can
make our product inspection more efficiently and precise.

Equipment and production

About AOI
AOI, Automated Optical Inspection, when operational is much quicker and
accurate than using bed of nails to analysis. Mechanical methods is used to
replace eyeball search. Using AOI in PCBA examination can avoid several
disadvantages of human error factors and it is also more efficient.
As PCB becomes more and more complicated and the electronic components
becomes smaller and smaller, ICT and F/T have been costing more time and
efforts. Bed of nail and visual inspection are less cost-effective and not suitable
for detecting small conponents. Adopt AOI system could get rid of these
problems and improve the procedure of ICT and F/T.
Our AOI equipment can inspect maximum PCB size 510mm x 460mm to
minimum PCB size 50 x 50mm , the biggest PCB board Crete used now is the RX
series which is 242 x 301mm. We should take advantage of new AOI system to
improve our quality standard and make sure every single product
is in perfect condition when delivered.

TR7700SIIIDT is a high performance AOI equipment
which works offline. It has the highest class precision and
is easy for control. TR7700SIIIDT using TRI’s multiphase
light and latest inspection software. It can also support
quick and simple pogramming so it is an ideal equipment
for frequently changed product line.

Employee Activities

Taiwan Business Bank Held
a Financial Forum In Crete
On 10/30 representatives of Taiwan Business Bank(TBB) visited
Shenkeng to hold a a personal finance forum for Crete’s employee. TBB has
been business with Crete for over 20 years, and is our main banking service
provider. Service the “Customer First” has always been their success, hence
they brought us the festival of financing canival.
With the help from Crete employee welfare committee, TBB extend their
service form company to employee. TBBs personal finance experts held the
“Personal financing concept in low interest rate age” forum. The topics
includings insurance finance and mobile banking in today’s advantages. The
forum is at lunch time so TBB also prepared delicious lunch meals for all Crete
employee who jointed. With speakers humorous speech and Q &A session,
the forum gave us lots of information. It can be said that this financial forum
achieved a huge success from TBB.
“How to manage your family wealth portfolio in a low interest rate age?”
We believe TBB will keep continue providing all Crete’s employee
comprehensive financial service and we are looking forward to next financial
forum from TBB.
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Employee Activities

Fire Safety Drill Training
To prevent all employee in the emergency situation such as fire, electrical injury,
chemical poisoning, and earthquake take place. An employee training was hold on
9/11 to assure all employee were aware of how to prevent or react when emergency
situation took place. These emergencies training including fire emergency respond
procedure, grouping reaction team, directing evacuating route, enhancing fire
suppression technics and aware of occupational health and safty act. After these
training courses, we practiced a fire drill with an emergency situation over the office
building.

Employee Activities

Moon
Festival
Party
On 9/21 our employee
welfare committee held
a Moon Festival party
for all staff. We have
an competition of
peeling pomelo and a
great meal. When
all try to peel pomelo
as fast as possible, the
competition becomes
really fierce but also
funny. Afterward, the
meal after the
competition is much
heartwarming.

Employee Trip
We have a one day employee trip to Miaoli on 10/20. We visited
several famous tourist attractions including Miaoli time tunnel,
vanilla plant factory, soap factory and ceramics factory. We take
testing menu of a Hakka cuisine restaurant for lunch. At the end
of the trip we all have a dinner in Fullon hotels. Everyone is
looking forward to next trip.

Employee Activities

Spinning Bike Class
Crete’s Spinning bike class started on
November 2018, from Tuesday to Sataurday.
We hope more employee would join and
become healthier. When our partner Bear
from MilDef AB visited us, he also joined our
class and we did have a great time exercising
together.

Aerobic Exercise
Class
Every Monday night professional
teacher would come and teach a
lesson such as Aerobic exercise or
core muscle training. These classes
help improve fitness and
cardiovascular function.
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Employee Activities

Diving Club
Tony , Michael and Tim diving partners have
been diving at numerous beautiful location for
over 20 years. With scuba equipment, the beauty
of deep blue ocean become reachable.
（Photo by Seen）

Employee Activities

New Babies in
MilDEF CReTE
In 2018, 5 babies celebrated their birthday
with mothers, Joy, Donna, Ruby, Ivy, Amanda
want to share the happiness with you.
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MilDef Crete was founded at 1990, we fulfill ISO 9001 and
ISO14001. MilDef Crete focus on rugged computer market.
We have complete product line including rugged laptop,
tablet, mobile device and these products could be use in
fields including military, public safety, public utility, on-site
service, petroleum and natural gas, telecommunications,
transportation, manufacturing, mobile commerce, etc.
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Mildef Crete’s products sold to the whole world by the brand
MilDef. We have transnational team and several sites at
Euro, North America and China. We provide our customer
quicker and better service by co-work with our distributors
and dealers. We keep focus on innovation and product
development to provide best products for professional
usage. We also have best R&D team for any customized
demand. Our products pass various standards including
MIL-STD-810 and International Protection Marking(IP54,
IP65, IP67) and could fufill special request such like MILSTD-461, ANSI or ATEX directive.
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